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ABOUT
The Blue Devil's Advocate is a digital magazine highlighting Merced College employees,
students and happenings on campus. For inquiries or to contribute news stories, contact
the Office of External Relations at mcnews@mccd.edu.
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2020
CASE
Winner
The Blue
Devil's
Advocate
is
recognized
as the
2020
Bronze
Winner in
the
category
of Digital
Magazines
for CASE
District VII.

2020
CCPRO
Winner
The Blue
Devil's
Advocate
is
recognized
as the first
place
winner in
the
category
of Digital
Magazines
for 2020
CCPRO
awards.
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Chris Vitelli
"I continue to be thankful for the outstanding
efforts by our team of professionals at Merced
College to adapt and innovate during this
unusual time. Job. Well. Done."

Foreword
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Convocation was an uplifting start to the semester, meetings are convening
as usual, and students are being served. The fall semester is off to a great
start—albeit in a completely different modality than any one of us could
have ever expected. I continue to be thankful for the outstanding efforts
by our team of professionals at Merced College to adapt and innovate
during this unusual time. Job. Well. Done.
As we enter the seventh month of this pandemic, I am often reminded of
the importance of our physical, mental, and spiritual well-being. The
pandemic has required us to primarily communicate via technology, refrain
from most social interactions, and stay at home as much as possible. This
has had a substantial impact on the health and well-being of most of us.
More than ever, our health and well-being requires us to be intentional,
purposeful, and disciplined.
Today (and every day moving forward), I am encouraging you do something
to invest in YOU. Take a break from the computer and go for a walk, sit
outside and listen to the birds sing (if the air quality is safe), read a daily
devotional or inspirational message, schedule a Zoom meeting with just
friends, watch a sitcom, take up art, cook a special meal, or simply write in a
journal to express your anxieties, stresses, fears, life-lessons, or the like.
Your well-being is far more important than other competing priorities. In
fact, research suggests that if you are not healthy, then you’re probably not
completing all of the work-related and professional tasks to your fullest
potential. Highly engaged workforces are typically healthy and invested in
their well-being.
To put it simple, Merced College cares about you as a person and wants
you to invest in your well-being and health. You owe this to yourself.
Chris Vitelli, Ed.D.
Superintendent/President

COVID-19 does not define us as a society and it should not have control
over your day-to-day perspective, outlook, and/or well-being. Wake up
each day prepared to invest in yourself. When you do this, you WIN and
so does Merced College. Stay well and be safe.

Chris Vitelli, Ed.D.
Superintendent/President
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CHRIS VITELLI
"Wake up each day prepared
to invest in yourself. When
you do this, you WIN and so
does Merced College. Stay
well and be safe."
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Well-Being Institute poised
to help stressed working
adults regain health, build
resilience
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By Luciana Chavez, Special to the Office of External Relations

Think about it: Since March, the pandemic has cost Americans
jobs, homes and lives. How do we pick up the pieces? Pistoresi

MERCED, Calif. – Jonae Pistoresi found herself swimming in

hopes the Well-Being Institute will guide employers and
employees through that work.

research that kept shouting at her, “There’s more here!”
Pistoresi was keeping up with best practices on employee

For example, organizational leaders could benefit from the first

development, which is her purview as a business professor at

class, which looks at the foundations of workplace well-being.

the Merced College Business Resource Center.

How will healthcare workers, after months of unrelenting physical

But she kept reading the same conclusions: There is no

and emotional stress on the front lines, bounce back? Perhaps

company glory or gain in the 80-hour work week if it costs

they’d value learning how to build resilience, which is the goal of

employees physical or emotional health.

the second class.

“The evidence is overwhelming that employees who have high

Farm workers and farmers have been taxing their bodies to keep

well-being offer better customer service, make fewer mistakes,
have fewer accidents, miss fewer days, and are just better for an
organization's bottom line,” she said.

the food supply moving. The rest of us, while locked indoors, are
not getting enough sun or exercise. The third class offers ways
to strengthen bodies and minds with exercise and nutrition.

Pistoresi, the force behind professional development programs
like Customer Service Academy and the Emerging Leaders
Institute at the BRC, saw in the research a chance for the center
to grow. The Well-Being Institute is the result.

Also, millions of people who’ve lost jobs in recent months might
want to zero in on and maximize their strengths while they look
for work. That’s the goal of the fourth class.
The fifth class will connect the concepts of well-being, happiness

“This isn’t a wellness program; it’s more than that,” she

and productivity in the workplace.

explained. “It’s about relationships and mental health.“
The Institute opens this month for anyone who wants to improve

PREACH IT, DO IT
Ironically, Pistoresi had to confront her own pandemic struggles

how comfortable and healthy employees feel with their work.

while creating the Well-Being Institute.
INSPIRATION
As we reported this article, Pistoresi had just spent 10 weeks,

Because we’re still battling COVID-19, the curriculum will be

seven days per week and eight hours per day, studying for a

delivered remotely to start. Designed to train people to handle

certificate in online instruction. She’s still adapting 30 courses for

work and life stress, yes, the Institute will launch during a

distance learning.

stressful time in history

“One of our well-being classes is about recognizing and

“When I started this journey, I had no idea we would find
ourselves in this difficult place,” Pistoresi said. “I had no idea we
all would so urgently need to invest in our well-being."

nurturing strengths,” she said. “Mine is working with and
energizing people. But the technology is new to me. I’ve had
moments of, ‘How am I going to do that on a computer?!?’ It
bummed me out.”

Pistoresi was fine-tuning the Emerging Leaders Institute when
she was inspired to dig deeper.

Yet Pistoresi knew how to sort it out.

She took a year-long sabbatical, completing three courses at

“I knew I had to be mindful about what I was grateful for in the

the Greater Good Science Center at UC Berkeley and an

midst of this craziness,” she said.

extremely popular one on happiness at Yale University.

GETTING BETTER

She read dozens of books on everything from workplace

UC Davis professor Robert Emmons, the leading voice on the

dynamics to gratitude and mental health, and interviewed
experts all over the spectrum.

science of gratitude, ran a famous study where he had people
keep daily journals on either (1) things they were grateful for, (2)
the day’s events or (3) the day’s hassles.

She had set out to build a curriculum for another leadership
class, but quickly saw the bones for a workplace well-being
program.

Those who tracked gratitude were 25 percent happier.

“My passion is for Merced College to be seen as an important

“Who wouldn’t want to be 25 percent happier?” Pistoresi said.

resource for employers,” Pistoresi said. “We always want to be
on the cutting edge. And, just over the last decade, we’ve

Her point is well-taken and the impetus for the Well-Being

learned how happiness at work affects the bottom line.”

Institute.

POISED TO HELP

She said, “I think by applying these skills we can give people

Pistoresi originally thought she would run a pilot program, then

hope.”

fine-tune and market it before a full release.
“But I think there will be a huge demand for it right now,” she
said.
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“This isn’t a wellness
program; it’s more than that.
It’s about relationships and
mental health.”
Jonae Pistoresi, Merced College
Professor, Director of the Business
Resource Center

Well-Being
Institute
Visit the Merced College
Community and Business
webpage to learn more about
the Well-Being Institute.
Registration is open now!

Emerging
Leaders
Institute

Customer
Service
Academy

Visit the Merced College

Visit the Merced College

Community and Business

Community and Business

webpage to learn more about

webpage to learn more about

the Emerging Leaders

the Customer Service

Institute. Registration is open

Academy. Registration is open

now!

now!

Learn more

Learn more

Learn more
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Merced College computer
loaner program kills
logistical beast for students
during pandemic
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“My sincerest hope is that we have removed obstacles to any
student who wants to continue their education at Merced College.”

Greg Soto, Merced College Dean of Dual Enrollment, Outreach, Guided Pathways and Admissions
& Records
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With targets acquired, the team emailed students who had applied

By Luciana Chavez, Special to the Office of External Relations

for a loaner, giving them a date and time to come to campus to fetch

MERCED, Calif. — The curbside parade out in front of Merced College

it.

clocked a steady pace the week before the Fall 2020 semester
began.

Soto and Financial Aid Director Traci Veyl created a schedule filled
with blocks of 50 students. Their arrivals curbside on campus were

Was someone giving away Golden State Warriors tickets?

staggered to maintain social distancing.

Was Post Malone surprising fans with a concert?

“We didn’t want to create a Black Friday situation, like shopping the
day after Thanksgiving,” Soto said.

Was it free peanut butter bread day?

CONSIDERATION

No, no, and, unfortunately, no.

Still, finding enough laptops was tough. Every other college had the
It was better.

same problem and similar solutions.

Merced College was busy distributing nearly 1,500 new laptops

Merced College Associate Vice President of Information Technology

computers. The College was loaning them to students who, stuck at

Services Arliss Bortner led the effort to find and prepare 1,500

home due to the COVID-19 pandemic, could not complete online

computers. The school ended up working with a company in Saint

classes without them.

Paul, Minn.

“My sincerest hope is that we have removed obstacles to any student

Merced College invested roughly $874,000 to buy 1,500 Lenovo

who wants to continue their education at Merced College,” said Greg

ThinkPads. It used money allocated to them by the federal CARES

Soto, Merced College Dean of Dual Enrollment, Outreach, Guided

Act, which covers COVID-19 related expenses.

Pathways and Admissions & Records.
They also added several WiFi hotspots on campus. Students can
scoot by and work in the parking lot, or at outdoor tables spread

INITIATION

throughout the main quad.

Merced College had already loaned out 400 desktop computers midspring semester when the shutdown order came down.

“We have students with transportation issues, housing insecurity,
food insecurity,” Soto said. “Seventy percent of them receive financial

When U.S. schools and colleges closed their doors in March to

aid. Our students have a lot on their plates. But right now, those who

prevent transmission of the coronavirus, an uncomfortable truth

need them have laptops. And they can still ride the bus for free and

emerged.

get to campus if they need WiFi.”

If everyone went to remote learning, students with a computer and

Setting up so many computers was a master feat of elbow grease led

WiFi could complete schoolwork, and students without them could not.

by Bortner and his IT team.

“We made sure they could finish what they started and not have to

“It’s overwhelming, when I think of how much manpower we needed

walk away because we couldn’t open the doors to technology for
them,” Soto said.

to do this,” Soto said. “… It would have been impossible without [our
IT department].”

On days absent a global pandemic, Merced College students could

When some students still couldn’t get to campus, staff quietly

use one of roughly 100 campus computers. Those places were

delivered computers all over the county.

hopping all day long, and open for more hours during finals.

“That was awesome,” Soto said. “The compassion our staff has for

So when the pandemic cleared out campus, it was bad news for a

our students . . . it blew me away.”

large number of students.

ANTICIPATION

“To be honest, we know that students here struggle with that financial
limitation, maybe more than students in urban settings,” said Ivan

Soto was happy at how efficiently the College acquired and

Peña, Dean of Student Equity and Success.

distributed the laptops. As of the end of August, there were still
loaners available.

With coronavirus infection rates climbing in July, Merced College
The effort to get computers to 1,800 students since March because

leadership had to ensure everyone enrolled for fall could work online.

of the pandemic won’t be wasted once students safely return. Vicewas to do the same.

President for Students Services Michael McCandless said they would
like to make the program a permanent one.

EXECUTION

“I do feel like we are ready to roll,” Soto added. “I hope we make it

Knowing local high schools loan laptops to their students, the solution

through the fall and push that effort into spring.”

Soto’s crew was primed to replicate the effort on a larger scale for fall.
They began by having students apply for laptop help during virtual
registration in July.
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Physician & MC Alumnus earning
way back home
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"The hardest part now [during my medical training] is
exactly what they say, ‘The more you know, the more you
realize what you don’t know.’ . . . You have no choice but to
grow up and learn from it."
—Merced College alumnus Joseph Trujillo, MD, about finishing his residency in New
York amidst the coronavirus pandemic
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By Luciana Chavez, Special to the Office of External

He says one day a rumor was floating around that the

Relations

hospital had admitted its first COVID patient. Three days
later, they had 50.

MERCED, Calif. — Joseph Trujillo, MD is 11 months away
from being free to practice medicine wherever he wants.

Trujillo lost count by the time his wife was asked to work
from home and his family began asking how bad it was.

He’ll do that in Merced County, a fact that is both a miracle

Meanwhile the death toll rose.

and a destiny fulfilled.

“It flipped our hospital upside down,” Trujillo said. “It got

HUSTLING TO SCHOOL

very real and very dark.”

Trujillo, middle child of Catalina Sanchez and William
Trujillo between sisters Lisa and Julie, didn’t grow up

Trujillo and his peers got a tough-love education unbidden.

dreaming of becoming a doctor.

“My residency will change me forever,” he said.

It came from seeing his mother earn her GED, then
graduate from Merced College after her divorce. Watching

“It’s exactly what they say, ‘The more you know, the more

Catalina then care for people with dementia and multiple

you realize what you don’t know,’” Trujillo explained. “And

sclerosis, Trujillo silently dreamt of a medical career.

we had no choice but to treat COVID patients. We have no
choice but to make decisions quickly because our patients’

But what education would he need? How would he pay for

lives depend on it. We have no choice but to grow up and

it? His sister Lisa Veenstra says Sanchez forced her

learn from it.”

brother to go to Merced College to be a nurse because
she couldn’t afford to send him to medical school.

That dark reality also forced him to sacrifice.

Trujillo had friends from Merced College going to UC Davis

When his father William died in April 2019, at the end of his

and Mireya Macias, his favorite Merced College professor,

first year in Brooklyn, Trujillo couldn’t grieve. He and Alyssa

and the first to encourage him academically, was also an

had planned to go home to Merced this April for the first

Aggie.

anniversary of his father’s death. They couldn’t travel
thanks to the pandemic.

At Davis, Trujillo got tougher while studying for a BS in
Neurology, Physiology and Behavior. Surrounded by

Exhausted on a never-ending schedule of overtime, he

equally ambitious students, his quiet dream became a real

said he felt hurt, angry and frustrated, even while New

goal.

Yorkers suffered.

CHASING A DREAM

Then, a few weeks ago, Trujillo met a woman in the ER.
That mother of four had been diagnosed with breast
cancer in March. She had mastectomy surgery the day
before her birthday in April. Then she landed in the ER in
August.
“She set me straight,” he said. “I can’t complain about the
last 3-4 months. Right now, the most difficult part is the
anxiety of going into work. But we’re doing it and trying to
make the best decisions we can every day.”
Trujillo knows that struggle is a gift wrapped in an ugly box.
He said, “I think we’ll be ready for anything once we’re
done.”
SPRINTING HOME
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Trujillo graduated from UC Davis in 2012, then did a post

Trujillo will finish his Brooklyn residency in 11 months, but

baccalaureate year with the UC Davis School of Medicine.

Merced beckons.

“Everything about that year resonated with me,” he said.

Trujillo can’t wait to be a primary care physician, supporting
adults suffering from preventable diseases like

The UC Davis post-baccalaureate program nurtures

hypertension and diabetes.

disadvantaged students on their way to medical school.
During his year, Trujillo focused on studying for the MCAT

He misses family. He dreams of the grilled veggies on tacos

and significantly improved his scores.

from Tacos Hidalgo on 16th and 140.

Excelling during the extra year helped Trujillo then earn a

“Hey, I wear ‘209’ on my sleeve,” Trujillo said, chuckling.

spot in the San Joaquin Valley Program in Medical
Education.

He belongs in the San Joaquin Valley, though no one in
New York understands why he would return here after

SVP PRIME— a partnership with UC Davis School of

succeeding in one of the most dynamic cities on earth.

Medicine and UC San Francisco-Fresno Medical Education
Program—produces doctors from poorer communities who

“You could go anywhere!” they whine.

then practice in similar communities. It’s a medical pipeline
for places like Merced County that struggle to attract

They imply that this place isn’t worthy of his talent, even

doctors from the outside.

while it badly needs his skills.

Trujillo knows our area. I mean the Merced High graduate

Dr. Trujillo disagrees.

met his wife Alyssa on his first day of sixth grade at
Cruickshank Middle School. How very “Merced” of him,

“New York is great,” he politely replies, “but I want to go

right?

home.”

That background proved invaluable during his third and
fourth years of medical school while working rotations at
facilities throughout the San Joaquin Valley.
Even though he was matched with hospitals in Brooklyn
for his residency after graduating from UC Davis School of
Medicine in 2018, he was still relieved.
Different places, right? No. The San Joaquin Valley and
Brooklyn are both populated with undocumented,
uninsured people who don’t have access to quality health
care.
OUTRUNNING A VIRUS
Trujillo has thrived while rotating between the King’s
County Hospital Center and the Brooklyn Veteran’s
Administration Hospital. Still his final year began in a blue
funk courtesy of the coronavirus.
The most horrific time in New York during the COVID-19
crisis started when Trujillo was monitoring cardiac patients
back in March.
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Team: Marvin Patton
Marvin joins Merced College as a full-time
professor of Child Development
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Welcome, Marvin.

What is your role at Merced College?

What are some fun facts about you?

Since Spring Semester 2012, I have taught Child Development

Well, how about some name-dropping trivia! As it turns out, I was

courses. More recently, since 2017, I have pursued many

born at the exact same hospital as Democratic Vice-Presidential

professional development opportunities in the areas of online

Nominee Senator Kamala Harris! (But not at the same time—I’m a

course design and online teaching. Also, I participate frequently

little older!). And as it turns out, I attended the same college as two-

in trainings and discussions about promoting equity and diversity

time Academy Award winning actor, Tom Hanks! (But not at the same

at Merced College.

time—he’s a little older!)
In a different vein, I guess it’s fair to say that I consumed a lot of

Why did you choose higher education as a career path?

media during my formative years. Now and then, I may quote an old

I began my career in Child Development and Early Childhood

song lyric or a line from a movie or a Bugs Bunny cartoon. My Star

Education back in 1990, with my first job as a toddler classroom

Trek repertoire is considerable. Sometimes I cite examples in my

aide. In the years since, I have held many related jobs at many

class discussions that are embarrassingly outdated—some two to

levels, including Teacher, Licensed Family Childcare Provider, Site

three times as old as my students. For example, in my Human

Supervisor, Program Director and Program Coordinator. Like any

Development class, when we discuss anorexia nervosa, I sometimes

professional who has grown up through the ranks, I have

mention (to a sea of blank stares) that Karen Carpenter’s case broke

amassed a wealth of experiences and stories, challenges and
strategies, successes—and occasional failures. Passing on that

awareness of this illness into the mainstream. When we’re discussing
what it means to be “human”, I might challenge my class to name the

wealth of knowledge to the up-and-coming generation of early

artist who sang these classic lyrics:

educators seemed to be the best next logical stage of my career.
My legacy is to inspire young teachers in training, hoping that they

Mistakes--I know I’ve made a few

too will appreciate the field and enjoy a career that has blessed
me so well.

But I’m only human

Why did you choose to work at Merced College?

You’ve made mistakes too

I lived for some twenty years in Delhi, California; so, teaching at
Merced College was a chance to serve my own community. I love
the students at Merced College. I am an introvert by nature—the

Do you have a community college connection/story?

proverbial “square peg” at times—but I believe I belong at Merced

I am very much a product of the California Community Colleges.

College. My teaching colleagues and the Merced College

Many years ago, when I lived in Delhi, I took a few Child Development

Administration have helped me find my niche.

classes right here at Merced College. But back before this present

What part of the job do you enjoy the most?

age of “Fifteen to Finish”, I was what some might characterize as a
perpetual student at community colleges. (Actually, I prefer the term

I truly enjoy learning all I can about online course design and

life-long learner!) I hold three Associate degrees: in Biology,

online teaching, as well as sharing ideas and strategies with my

Mathematics and Early Child Development. I can think of at least six

faculty colleagues. Back in the days when we could all roam the

different community colleges where I took at least one class. I am so

campus so freely (remember that?), I spent a lot of time just

pleased to bring the journey “full circle” by teaching—and ever

hanging around the Educational Technology Training Center

learning—at Merced College.

(ETTC), chatting with Jon Stocker and Tom Canepa about the
latest ed-tech trends. When we had to jump into online mode,
literally over a weekend, I felt blessed and prepared. I was so
pleased that I was ready not only to move my own courses fully
online, but also to participate in training and supporting faculty
and students for the transition.
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